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Abstract: 

Today, almost all organisations in Bharat make use of game theory for decision-creation in 

conflict situation at all levels. This general acceptance to game theory has come as decision-

maker has learned the advantage of the scientific approach to all corporation, banking and 

industrial problems. Some of the Indian organisations using game theory as an operations 

research technique to solve their varied complex problems are: Agricultural, Networking System, 

Communication system, cyber security, Railways networking, Indian Airlines, Banking sector, 

Fertilizer Corporation of India, textile Mills, industries establishment, Science, Engineering, 

Technology, national budget planning, education, Transportation and home management etc. 

In current scenario, Game theory is in performance chief role in real life. Game theory having 

large significant impact in strategically management . Game theory is mainly used in 

Mathematics, logic, computer science, medical science, biology, environmental science, political 

science, and psychology, as well as economics, commerce, management, and Army strategy, due 

to which Game theory having large potential in current scenario in real life. 

 

Keywords: - game theory, agricultural production, Risk programming, Field crops, 

competitors. 

Introduction:  

The goal of the Game theory is to endeavour and to locate best or optimal solution under the 

particular situation. For the above function, it is necessary that a compute of helpfulness must be 

defined which must be based on the goals of the players means organisation in different fields. 

These assess can be used to compare the alternative strategy taken during the conflict 

circumstances. 

Game theory is a study of how to mathematically determine the best strategy for given 

circumstances to optimize the outcome. Also, it is the branch of mathematics concerned with the 
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examination of strategies for dealing with competitive situations where the outcome of a 

participant's choice of action depends critically on the actions of other participants. In other 

words, Game theory is "the study of mathematical models of conflict and cooperation between 

intelligent rational decision-makers". 

In 1967, John Harsanyi developed the concepts of complete information and Bayesian games. 

Nash, Selten and Harsanyi became Economics Nobel Laureates in 1994 for their contributions to 

“economic game theory”. In 2007, Leonid Hurwicz, together with Eric Maskin and Roger 

Myerson, was awarded the Nobel Prize in Economics "for having laid the foundations of 

mechanism design theory". In 2012, Alvin E. Roth and Lloyd S. Shapley were awarded the 

Nobel Prize in Economics "for the theory of stable allocations and the practice of market design" 

and, in 2014, the Nobel went to game theorist Jean Tirole. 

Game theory is used for decision-making under conflicting situations (whenever these conflicts 

can be expressed in mathematical terms)where there are Two or more opponents. The opponents, 

in game theory, are called players. The motives of the players are representing as divided or 

opposed. The success of one player tends to be at the cost of others and hence they are in 

conflict. Game theory models, a conflict situation arises and helps to improve the decision 

process by formulating appropriate strategy. 

Strategy: A strategy is a comprehensive plan of action, formulated by a player (an interested and 

active player in the game), who is well informed of all the alternatives strategy available to him 

and to his adversary (competing player). 

Pay-off (game) matrix: A pay-off matrix is a tabular representation of the pay-offs of one 

competitor, which is associated with his strategies in response to the strategies of the other 

player. 

Game theory is the study of how people behave in strategic situations. Strategic decisions are 

those in which each person, are deciding what actions to take, and must consider how others 

might respond to that action. There has been a remarkable increase in work at the interface of 

computer science and game theory in the past decade .Computer Science and Game Theory: (A 

Brief Survey by Joseph Y. Halper). Popularized by movies such as "A Beautiful Mind," game 

theory is the mathematical modeling of strategic interaction among rational (and irrational) 

agents. Beyond what we call `games' in common language, such as chess, cricket, poker, soccer, 

etc., it includes the modeling of conflict among strategies. As a mathematical tool for the 
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decision-maker, the strength of game theory is the methodology it provides for structuring and 

analyzing problems of strategic choice. A practical application of game-theoretic analysis may 

be to reveal the potential effects of changing the “rules” of the game. However, game theory has 

higher aims. It provides tools that can be applied in many situations where two or more persons 

make decisions influencing each other. 

 

Assumptions of gaming problems: 

Game theory is meant for developing a rational criterion for choosing a strategy among several 

possible strategies. For developing such criteria, we make some assumptions in Game theory: 

(i) The number of players in the game is (in general) finite. 

(ii) The interests of the players clash, and each player is choosing his strategy solely for his own 

welfare. 

(iii) Each player is well aware of all the strategies available to him and to his opponents. 

(iv) All the players are making their moves simultaneously, without knowing the choices, which 

the other players have made. 

(v) The outcome of the game depends upon the moves made by different players; and 

(vi) All the players are rational players. Actives by means of the options available to them. 

Phases of Game Theory study: 

Game theory is a Mathematical, systematic and logical approach to provide an optimal significant 

basis for decision-making. The phases of game theory to analysis and optimize problem as 

follows: 

I) observe the problem situation:  

The first step to use Mathematical tool game theory is to have the keenobservation of situation in 

which problem exists. Its gives sufficient knowledge to decide best strategy in conflict situation. 

II) Analyze and develop the strategy: 

With the knowledge of situation, analyze the strategy of opponent to develop own best strategy 

to optimize best result. 

III) Best strategy and testing: 

In this step many strategy will be decided with the help of mathematical model of game theory. 

These strategies are used to test model and to find limitations if any. 

IV) Selection of best strategy and Implementation: 
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In this last phase best decision-making is mathematical and scientific problem solution. Applying 

it results in optimal solution, but both parties should play rational game. 

 Applications in real life 

As the branch of Mathematics, the game theory has been used in many of fields in real life to do 

study of nature of human &animals. The use of game theory in the social sciences has 

expanded, and game theory has been applied to political, sociological, and psychological 

behaviours as well as in behaviours of firms, markets, and consumers. Mathematicians have 

applied game theory to help in the understanding of good or proper behaviour. 

Today, almost all organisations in Bharat make use of game theory for decision-making at all levels. 

This general acceptance to game theory has come as managers have learned the advantage of 

the scientific approach to all corporation, banking and industrial problems. Some of the Indian 

organisations using game theory as an operations research technique to solve their varied 

complex problems are: Agricultural, Networking System, Communication system, 

Information technology, Railways, Military(Defence), Indian Airlines, Banking sector, 

Fertilizer Corporation ofIndia, textile Mills, and industries. 

        Now day’s Game theory is going to use in following some of fields in real life. 

1. Computer science and logic: 

Game theory is playing an ascending direction important role in logic and in computer science. 

Many logical concepts have a basis in game theory. 

Two basic techniques in network scheduling are Program Evaluation and Review Technique 

(PERT) and Critical Path Method (CPM). These techniques are used to plan, schedule and 

monitor large projects such as building construction, E-banking, 

Mathematicians &computer scientists have used games for modeling good computations. Also, 

game theory provides a theoretical basis to the field of multi-agent systems like algorithms for 

markets, securities, optimization in agriculture decision for farmers. Game theory is also useful 

for modeling complex interactions between players like cloud providers--In cloud computing, 

whose goal is to maximizing resource utilization and minimize the cost. Many service providers 

often with conflicting objectives of maximizing Quality of Service at minimal cost. In general, 

game theory provides quantitative and analytical techniques for describing and analyzing 

complex inter active strategy in computing systems. 

2.   Economics and business fields: 
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Game theory is playing important role in Mathematical economics & business for modeling 

behavior. In non-cooperative games each player finding best response to the other players 

strategies. If all the players are playing the best strategies, then outcomes of the game are 

generally taken to represent the utility of each player. 

3.   Biology: 

Many biological processes can be tied to game theory. Game theory has been used as to 

understand many different phenomena of behavior means strategies in plants & animals.  

Biologists have used evolutionary game theory to understand the emergence of animal 

communication, strategy of attack in behavior of animals, Ants feed-forward behavior, analysis 

of behavior includes all genetic living things, not just all relatives. It has been used in Models of 

cancer development, Protein and drug interactions. For example, assume tumors and normal cells 

are players in game. Create equations which define a competition between normal and a certain 

type of tumor cells. These equations lead to incorporate game of dynamics variables which can 

favor either normal or tumors cells. 

4. Political science: 

Game theory is applicable to political science in finding the overlapping areas of fair division, 

democratic peace, political economy, public choice, war bargaining, positive political theory, and 

social choice theory. In each of these areas, researchers have developed game-theoretic concepts 

in which the players are voters, states, special interest groups, and politician members. Game 

theory could also help predict a nation's responses when there is a new rule or law to be applied 

to that nation or not. 

5. Philosophy: 

Game theory can also use to semantic concepts, such as “truth”: the truth value of a sentence can 

be analyzed by finding the winning strategy in a verification game in game theory. Game theory 

has been used to explain the nature of human attitudes about morality and corresponding animal 

behaviors. Game theory has also challenged philosophers to think for a collective to have 

common beliefs or knowledge, and what are the consequences of this knowledge or beliefs for 

the social outcomes. 

6. Defense services: 

 Game theory has wide application in the areas such as: development of new technology, 

optimization of cost and time, tender evaluation, setting and layouts 
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Of defence projects, assessment of “Threat analysis”, strategy of battle, effective maintenance 

and replacement of equipment, inventory control, transportation and supply depots etc. 

7. Engineering and Science: 

The information available in science has been used to develop engineering and whatever 

available in the engineering is based on fundamentals of science. Engineering knowledge is 

converted in to technology, with the growth of technology the practitioners faced many 

complexity challenges to improve the product and market it efficiently. Game theory has 

emerged to help in every field to improve their performance and produce items at optimum cost 

with best strategy. 

8. Education and Training: 

Game theory can be used to find out best strategy for obtaining optimum number of schools with 

their locations, optimum mix of students/teacher student ratio, optimum financial outlay and 

other relevant information in training of graduates/post graduates to meet out and exceed the 

Bharat (national) requirements. 

9. Agriculture and irrigation: 

In recent years, Bharat ranks worldwide second in Agriculture and allied sector as producer of 

many cash crops. Indian farm output plays vital role in increasing GDP (Gross Domestic 

Product). In agriculture and irrigation also, Game theory can be useful for project management, 

construction of major dams at minimum cost, optimum allocation of supply and collection points 

for fertilizer/seeds and agriculture outputs and optimum mix of fertilizers for better yield. 

Similarly, Game theory has been useful in many departments (fields) like Business 

management:, National (Bharat) Planning and Budgeting , for making the best strategy to 

achieve their goals for progress Bharat. 

Conclusion 

With the growth of technology, the Bharat has seen a remarkable change in the size and 

complexity of organisations. The changes have been remarkable but with this, increasing 

specialisation has created a new problem to meet out organisational challenges. The allocation of 

limited resources to enormous activities has gained significant importance in the today’s 
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competitive situations. These types of problems need immediate attention which is made 

possible by the application of game theory. 

Every organisation in Bharat faces multifaceted problems to identify best possible solution to 

their problems. Game theory aims to help the executives to obtain optimal solution with the use 

of Game theory techniques. It also helps the players means decision maker to improve his 

creative and judicious capabilities, analyse and understand the problem situation leading to better 

control, better co-ordination, better systems and finally better decisions. 

Game theory has many potential applications in different fields for strategy management. Every 

department’s related to human being optimizes their resources. For optimization of resources 

best strategy may be finding out by game theory. Hence, we can say that by using applications of 

game theory we can obtain our object. In surviving of real life, human being faces many different 

problems which are resolve by using game theory, due to which in current scenario importance 

of game theory is increasing. 
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